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Abstract 
The Fizeau interferometer is highly accurate surface profile measurement system, however; it is difficult to obtain the absolute 
surface profile because it is a comparison measurement with a reference surface. When a measurement direction is parallel to the 
gravity direction, a gravity deformation of a reference surface is a large uncertainty component. In this study, we developed an 
absolute surface profiler based on the local slope angle measurement of the specimen without using the reference surface, which is 
called the scanning deflectometric profiler (SDP). Measuring devices based on deflectometry have been developed by many 
laboratories as a highly accurate straightness profile measurement. On the other hand, a problem of deflectometric system was that 
the measurement was limited to a line (two-dimensional) profile. To solve this problem, we developed a novel method to measure 
the surface topography. The surface topography was calculated from radial lines obtained by rotating the specimen. In this paper, 
we performed the comparison measurement between the SDP system and the Fizeau interferometer. Finally, the proposed method 
was validated through the comparison measurement. 
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1. Introduction 

The Fizeau interferometer is highly accurate surface profile 
measurement system, however; it is difficult to obtain the 
absolute surface profile because it is a comparison 
measurement with a reference surface. When a measurement 
direction is parallel to the gravity direction, the gravity 
deformation of a reference surface is a large uncertainty 
component. In recent years, a highly accurate surface profile 
measurement methods based on angle measurement which is 
called deflectometry have attracted attention [1-10]. In this 
method, a local slope angle distribution on a specimen is 
measured by scanning a pentamirror using an autocollimator, 
and a surface profile is obtained by integrating the obtained 
local slope angle distribution. Unlike the case of the Fizeau 
interferometer, deflectometric method has characteristics that 
it does not require a reference surface and can directly measure 
a large-diameter surface profile. On the other hand, there is a 
problem that the measurement is limited to a line (two-
dimensional) profile. In this study, we developed a novel method 
based on the deflectometry to measure the surface topography. 

2. Line profile measurement [10] 

In a previous study [ 10],  we developed a scanning 
deflectometric profiler (SDP) that does not require a reference 
flat and can directly measure a surface profile. The system within 
the dotted line in figure 1 is a schematic view of the developed 
SDP. The SDP is constructed using an autocollimator and a 
pentamirror fixed on an air slide table. The travel distance of the 
air slide table is 1.2 m. The measurement beam of the 
autocollimator is bent by the pentamirror so that it illuminates 
a specimen. The optical system of the SDP is aligned according 
to the literatures [11-13] of an alignment procedure for a 
deflectometry system. The size of the measurement beam is 
Φ34 mm. An aperture is set in front of the specimen for 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Schematic view of the 3-D SDP. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Photograph of the 3-D SDP. 
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increasing the special frequency. Local slope angles at each 
position of the specimen are measured by scanning the 
pentamirror. The pentamirror is effective for minimizing the 
moving error during scanning, and the influence of the moving 
error on the local slope angle measurement is negligible [11-13]. 
The surface profile F(xi) of the specimen is obtained by 
integrating the local slope angles as follows: 

𝑓(𝑥𝑖) = 0  (𝑖 = 1) (1) 

𝑓(𝑥𝑖) = 𝑓(𝑥𝑖−1) 

+{𝑓′(𝑥𝑖) − 𝑓′(𝑥1)}(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑖−1)  (𝑖 = 2,3, … 𝑁), (2) 

where i is a measurement number, N is a total number of 
measurement points, f(xi) is a profile, f’(xi) is a measured local 
slope angle and xi is measurement position. The measured slope 
angle f(x1) of the first measurement position x1 can be selected 
an arbitrary angle. The numerical integration of Eqs. (1) and (2) 
is calculated that the measured angle of the first measurement 
position is be zero. An DC component a0 of the measured slope 
angle f’(xi)  is be a line g(xi)  = a0xi  + b. Then, the least-squares 
line g(xi) is calculated from the profile f(xi). By subtracted g(xi)  
from f(xi), we can obtain the final profile F(xi) as follows: 

𝐹(𝑥𝑖) = 𝑓(𝑥𝑖) − 𝑔(𝑥𝑖). (3) 

We used a commercial autocollimator (MÖLLER-WEDEL 
OPTICAL GmbH, ELCOMAT 3000) of which the total 
measurement range and the resolution are ±1000 (5.1 mrad) 
arcsec and 0.001 (4.8 nrad) arcsec, respectively. The 
measurement accuracy of the autocollimator is the most 
important aspect of the SDP based on the angle measurement. 
The autocollimator static stability and systematic error were  
evaluated using a high accuracy angle index table at National 
Metrology Institute of Japan (NMIJ/AIST) [14]. The 
measurement accuracy of the rotation angle of the index table 
is less than 0.005 arcsec (24.2 nrad).  

For short-term stability, the standard deviation of the 
autocollimator was 0.008 arcsec (38.9 nrad) when the sampling 
rate and the number of measurement points were 25 Hz and 100 
points, respectively. As a surface profile is calculated by 
integrating the local slope angles at each measurement position, 
the random error is also integrated. The standard uncertainty 
urand of the random error is given by 

𝑢rand = 𝜎rand ∙ √N𝑑𝑥, (4) 

where N and dx are the total number of measurement points 
and the scanning pitch, respectively. When N and dx are 300 
points and 1 mm, respectively, the standard uncertainty is 0.67 
nm. The final profile F(xi) is obtained by subtracted an DC 
component of measured angle slope f’(xi) from Eq. (3); therefore, 
an DC component of an integrated random error is also 
subtracted. Eq. (4) is overestimate but the expected value of the 
random error is zero and the overestimate value is very small. 

In this study, the measurement surface is an optical flat with a 
flatness of about λ / 2 (316.4 nm) or less. The measurement 
range of the autocollimator is very small. The systematic error 
of the autocollimator was evaluated in the range of ± 5 arcsec 
(±24.2 µrad). For systematic error, the maximum deviation ea of 
the angle over the range of evaluation (P-V value) was 0.032 
arcsec (155.1 nrad). The measurement range of the 
autocollimator varies with the surface profile of the specimen. 
We assume that the standard deviation of the systematic error 
is set to be the uniform distribution of the maximum angle 
deviation of the calibration curve, then the standard uncertainty 
usys of the systematic error is given by 

𝑢sys =
𝑒a

2√3
∙ √N𝑑𝑥. (5) 

N and dx are 300 points and 1 mm, respectively, the standard 
uncertainty is 0.78 nm. 

3. Surface topography measurement method 

The SDP is a line profiler that can measure with a few 
nanometers uncertainty. On the other hand, the problem of SDP 
system is that the measurement is limited to a line (two-
dimensional) profile. To solve this problem, we developed a 
novel method to measure the surface topography. Figure 1 and 
2 show a schematic view and a photograph of the developed 
profiler which is called 3-D scanning deflectometric profiler (3-D 
SDP). A rotary stage was introduced to the sample stage of the 
line profiler (SDP) developed in the previous research [10]. By 
rotating the specimen, radial line profile measurements are 
performed, and a surface topography is obtained by connecting 
each line profile; however, the relative angle relationship 
between the line profiles is not clear due to the angular runout 
of the rotary stage.  

To solve this problem, we measured circumference profiles in 
addition to the line profile measurements (see figure 3). In the 
circumference profile measurement, the pentamirror is moved 
to a certain radial position from the center of rotation, and the 
autocollimator measures a local slope angle of the specimen of 
a component orthogonal to the scanning axis of the pentamirror. 
The local slope angle distribution is measured by rotating the 
specimen and a circumference profile is obtained by integrating 
the obtained local slope angle distribution. However, the 
measurement result includes an angular runout of the rotary 
stage. To remove the runout, a mirror 1 is set in the center of 
the back surface of the sample table, and the angular runout is 
corrected using another autocollimator AC2 (see figure 1). 
Finally, the relative angle relationship can be determined from 
the intersection data of the radial line profiles and the 
circumferential profiles. 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Systematic view of connection of each profile measurement 

4. Experiment  

We measured the flatness of an optical flat using the 
developed 3-D SDP. The optical flat is 340 mm in diameter and 
70 mm in thickness, and is made of the ultralow-expansion 
ceramic NEXCERATM. The evaluation range of the surface 
topography is 300 mm in diameter. Figure 4 shows the 
measurement procedure of the surface topography of the 
optical flat. The details of each step are described below.  
 
(a) Adjustment of pentamirror 

The optical axis of the autocollimator was adjusted to be 
parallel to the axis of motion of the air slide.  Then, the 
pentamirror was aligned according to the literatures [11-13] of 



  

 
Figure 4. Measurement procedure of surface topography 

 

  
 

Figure 5. Radial and circumferential measurement profiles 

 
pentamirror was aligned according to the literatures [11-13] of 
an alignment procedure for a deflectometry system. 
 
(b) Adjustment of rotary table 

The position of the rotary table was adjusted so that the 
measurement beam (Z-axis) passing through the aperture 
passed through the center of rotation of the rotary table. The 
adjustment method is as follows.   

The misalignment between the measurement beam of the 
autocollimator and the center of rotation of the rotary table was 
detected using a quadrant photodiode detector (QPD). The QPD 
was set on the rotary table so that the center of the QPD 
coincided with the rotation center of the rotary stage.  If there is 
misalignment between the measurement beam of the 
autocollimator and the center of rotation of the rotary table, the 
trajectory of the QPD signal draws a circle when the rotary table 
is rotated. The displacement in the pentamirror scanning axis 
direction (X-axis) between of the center of rotation of the rotary 
table and the measurement beam of the autocollimator was 
adjusted by moving the pentamirror. The displacement in the 
direction (Y-axis) orthogonal to the pentamirror scanning axis 

between the center of rotation of the rotary table and the 
measurement beam of the autocollimator was adjusted by 
moving the rotary table. For the adjustment value, the deviation 
between the center of rotation of the rotary table and the 
measurement beam of the autocollimator was adjusted to 50 
µm or less. This adjustment error causes a position error when 
connecting the radial line profiles and the circumference profiles. 
The effect, however, is very small because a specimen in our 
target has a very smooth surface. If the measurement surface is 
not flat, for example a spherical surface and a paraboloidal 
surface, this effect must be noted. 
 
 (c) Set the optical flat 

The optical flat was set on the rotary stage. The optical flat was 
arranged so that the center of the optical flat coincided with the 
rotation center of the rotary stage. In the 3-D SDP, the center of 
the workpiece coordinate system of the specimen is the center 
of rotation of the rotary stage. The center of the optical flat was 
adjusted using a displacement sensor so that the radial runout 
of the outer circumference of the optical flat was 10 µm or less. 
 
 (d) Radial line profiles measurement 

A line profile measurement in a 300 mm range was performed 
in 1 mm steps. Then, the specimen was rotated 10 degrees, and 
the line profile was measured in the same manner. This step was 
repeated to obtain a total of 18-line profiles. 

 
 (e) Circular profiles measurement 

The circumference profiles were measured in 1-degree steps 
at the positions of the radii r = 150 mm, 120 mm and 90 mm. The 
rotation angle was measured by a rotary encoder. 
 
 (f) Determination of relative position of radial line profiles 

The relative angle of each radial line profile was determined 
from a circular profile with a radius r = 150 mm. At the 
intersection of two points of the radial line profiles and the 
circumference profile, the inclination angle of each radial line 
profile was determined from the distance between the two 
points (300 mm) and the profile deviation value between the 
two points of the circumference profile. The height of each radial 
line profile was determined by setting the common center 
coordinate to zero (x, y, z) = (0, 0, 0). 
 
 (g) Determination of relative position of circular profiles 

The relative angular relationship of each circumference profile 
is also unknown. The relative angle of each circumference profile 
was determined from the already determined radial line profiles. 
For the radial profiles, the points at the intersection with each 
circumference profile were extracted.  In this case, there are 36 
points for each circumference profile. A normal vector of the 
least-squares plane was calculated from the point cloud data 
extracted from the radial line profiles. In the same manner, a 
normal vector of the least-squares plane is calculated from the 
point cloud data extracted from a circumference profile. The 
circumference profile was rotated about the X-axis and the Y-
axis so that the normal vector calculated from the circumference 
profile coincided with the normal vector calculated from the 
radial line profile. The height in the Z direction of the 
circumference profile was determined so that the average Z 
coordinate of the extracted circumference profile and the 
average Z coordinate of the extracted radial line profiles became 
equal. 
 
 (h) Construction of surface topography 

Figure 4 shows the obtained radial line profiles and the 
circumference profiles according to the above procedure (a) to 

(a) Adjustment of pentamirror 

(b) Adjustment of rotary table 

(c) Set the optical flat 

(d) Radial line profiles measurement  

(e) Circular profiles measurement 

(f) Determination of relative position 
of radial line profiles 

(g) Determination of relative position 
of circular profiles 

(h) Construction of surface topography 



  

(g). Figure 5 shows the surface topography with a diameter of 
300 mm which is constructed from the obtained profiles by 
Zernike polynomial of the 36th order. The peak-to-valley (P-V) 
value, that is, the flatness and the root mean square (RMS) value 
were 131.7 nm and 26.0 nm, respectively. 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Surface topography by 3D-SDP 
 

 
 

Figure 7. Surface topography by Fizeau interferometer 

 
To verify the proposed method, we performed a comparative 

measurement of same optical flat using Fizeau flatness 
interferometer owned by the National Metrology Institute of 
Japan (NMIJ/AIST). Its measurement range and measurement 
uncertainty of flatness are 300 mm and 10 nm (k = 2), 
respectively. Figure 6 shows the measurement result. The P-V 
value and the RMS value were 131.2 nm and 26.4 nm, 
respectively. Both results are in good agreement despite 
different methods. 

5. Conclusion 

We proposed the topography measurement based on the 
deflectometry. Deflectometric profiler has previously been 
limited to line (two-dimensional) profile measurement. In this 
study, the surface topography measurement was realized by 
combining radial and circumferential profile measurements. In 
the future, we will clarify the factors of measurement 
uncertainty of the 3-D SDP. 
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